
$7,995,000 - 7852 Corte De Luz, SANTALUZ
MLS® #NDP2400802

$7,995,000
5 Bedroom, 7.00 Bathroom, 8,092 sqft
Residential on 1 Acres

Santaluz, SANTALUZ, CA

Step beyond the ordinary and into your Italian
haven in Santaluz, where an authentic villa's
lavish charm meets the Amalfi Coast's elegant
allure. This enchanting single-level home
boasts jaw-dropping 180-degree panoramic
views that stretch across lush fairways and
manicured greens, mesmerizing ocean waves,
and captivating sunsets, all visible from nearly
every room. This residence stands proudly
above the 11th fairway of the meticulously
designed 18-hole golf course by Rees Jones
and is nestled in one of Santaluz's most
secluded lots. The resort-like property, tucked
behind custom entry gates, unveils a unique
curvilinear design with French doors in every
room. Along with its well-thought-out floor plan
and high ceilings, you are welcomed into a
world of elegance, openness, and
spaciousness. The master suite provides
complete serenity with a bay window framing
incredible views and French doors opening to
the poolside paradise. Throughout the home,
custom wood molding, baseboards, cabinets,
and hand-painted detailing elevate every
corner. Fine art lighting, chandeliers,
custom-designed window treatments, and four
hand-carved limestone fireplaces add a touch
of opulence. Additional features include
UV-protected windows and newly installed air
conditioning units. Delight guests with a grand
theatre, a wine sanctuary, and a bar that will
make you the toast of every gathering. As you
glide through disappearing doors, a grand
reveal awaits in the backyard  a true oasis



featuring an inviting pool and a backdrop that
seamlessly blends with breathtaking views of
the ocean and golf

Built in 2009

Additional Information

City SANTALUZ

County San Diego

Zip 92127

MLS® # NDP2400802

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 7

Square Ft 8,092

Lot Size 1.04

Neighborhood RANCHO BERNARDO (92127)

Garages 4

Listing Details
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